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The animal welfare in production animals is a concern today; almost as important as the 

organoleptic and sanitary qualities of the meat you have the etic quality of animal origin 

products. The objective of this study was to evaluate the lactate blood level and the R value of 

meat from swine conducted to the desensitization spot on the slaughterhouse using different 

handling practices. There were used 44 animals from a commercial lineage randomly distributed 

in two groups, as follow: no stressed animals (using handling board), conducted in small groups 

of four, in a calm way without screaming or dangerous materials and having the wielder 

positioned behind the animals allowing the use of his hands for touch the swine on the flank 

proceeding an efficient handling with a good flow of animals without no stops; and stressed 

animals (no handling board), conducted all together in one big group, allowing agglomerations 

and with a more agitated behavior showing a confrontation response tendency; the wielders had 

direct contact with the animals to stimulate their movement, for this group there was three 

wielders, the first was positioned in front the animal group, the second was between the animals 

(in a way that booth can invade de animals scape zone) and the third one was locate after the 

group for regroup the animals when one animal distanced themself from the others. The 

slaughter was realized following the Humanitarian Slaughter rules. After the cut of the big 

vessels was collected a blood sample of 5mL for each animal in order to measure the lactate 

level, as stress parameter. In order to determinate the ATP depletion on the swine muscle after 

the slaughter, was realized the R value analysis, for that was collected a 2cm sample from the 

Semitendinosus muscle from each carcass, the samples were frozen on liquid nitrogen on the 

slaughter moment and transported to the Laboratory for the further processing. The result of 

lactate level show significant differences (P>0.05), between swine conducted with handling 

board (12.10 mg dL
-1

) and without this instrument (16.12 mg dL
-1

). Animals submitted to 

appropriate pre-slaughter handling practices have minimized the stress and present lower lactate 

level, while in intense physical stress situations can occurs muscular exhaustion that conduce the 

animal to produce high amounts of lactic acid as result of muscular glycogen degradation. 

Considering that booth animal groups had the same rest time on the slaughterhouse, allowing the 

reestablishment of muscular glycogen reservations spend during the transportation. Thereby, it’s 

possible conclude that the high blood level of lactate for the group handled without the board 

was due the highest level of physical activity in the pre-slaughter moment. The R value for the 

group conducted without the board (1.16) was significant higher (P>0.05) when compared to the 

group of animals handled with board (0.87). As conclusion about this parameter, is possible that 

without the board the animals had a higher level of stress and a significant higher ATP depletion 

on muscular tissue, what means more energy spends when were conducted to the desensitization 

spot. 
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